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a b s t r a c t 

The role of images in the last ten years has changed radically due to the advent of social networks: 

from media objects mainly used to communicate visual information, images have become personal , asso- 

ciated with the people that create or interact with them (for example, giving a “like”). Therefore, in the 

same way that a post reveals something of its author, so now the images associated to a person may 

embed some of her individual characteristics, such as her personality traits. In this paper, we explore 

this new level of image understanding with the ultimate goal of relating a set of image preferences to 

personality traits by using a deep learning framework. In particular, our problem focuses on inferring 

both self-assessed (how the personality traits of a person can be guessed from her preferred image) and 

attributed traits (what impressions in terms of personality traits these images trigger in unacquainted 

people), learning a sort of wisdom of the crowds. Our characterization of each image is locked within 

the layers of a CNN, allowing us to discover more entangled attributes (aesthetic patterns and semantic 

information) and to better generalize the patterns that identify a trait. The experimental results show 

that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art results and captures what visually characterizes a 

certain trait: using a deconvolution strategy we found a clear distinction of features, patterns and content 

between low and high values in a given trait. 

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Two directions have shaped the image understanding field of

he last 30 years ( Liu et al., 2007 ): the first is the one of the

ow-level processing, where basic information is extracted from the

ixel values in the form of color histograms, frequency responses

tc., and used to create a representation in a vectorial space, where

asks of clustering or classification can be carried out ( Carson et al.,

999; Vailaya et al., 2001 ). In the second direction, the seman-

ic content of the image is extracted by means of segmentation,

lassification and detection approaches, and used for tasks such

s content-based indexing and retrieval ( Li et al., 2010; Smeulders

t al., 20 0 0 ). 

The advent of Internet, the capability of dealing with big data,

nd the diffusion of social media, gave rise to a third way of deal-

ng with images ( Jin et al., 2011; Vinciarelli and Pentland, 2015 );

pecifically, images started being associated with people : in facts,
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mages are now digital objects that could be easily uploaded by a

ertain user into social platforms such as Facebook, Flickr, and the

ike. Images can be also tagged as “preferred”, highlighting those

hots that naturally meet expectations of one in terms of aestheti-

al preferences and/or semantic content. 

Both of these activities (uploading and tagging pictures) indi-

ate a substantial revolution in how images are used: from means

o represent visual aspects of reality, where the ownership of the

hoto is neglected, they have become personal messages , from the

ender (the subject which uploads the photos into a social net-

ork, or that selects some shots as favorite) to his receiver(s) (the

ser of the social network that sees the uploaded or the preferred

ictures). In this fresh new perspective, uploading or “preferring”

mages will communicate something, that is, personal messages as

he kind of subjects that one may like (cars, landscapes, people) or

he life experiences one is going through. But images communicate

ore than this, and this fact does represent a true revolution in

he image understanding field, with a new layer of image interpre-

ation which has started to be unveiled; to explain this new per-

pective, the sender/receiver communication perspective discussed 

bove becomes invaluable. 
e understanding: Personality inference using convolutional neural 
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In dyadic face-to-face communications, people share their opin-

ions, experiences and impressions of life by using explicit verbal

signals (that is, spoken sentences) and non-verbal signals (for ex-

ample, by how they deliver the sentences, or by assuming bod-

ily expressions) ( Vinciarelli and Mohammadi, 2014; Vinciarelli and

Pentland, 2015 ). Many social psychology studies highlight the fun-

damental importance of both aspects, the verbal content and the

non-verbal signals, for the successful exchange of messages. This

two-body communication paradigm is modeled by the Brunswick

lens, in the field of social psychology ( Brunswik, 1956 ). 

Very recently, the Brunswick lens model has been customized

for this new kind of communication by images: in this new setting,

personality traits have been considered as the social signals sent

with the uploaded images, and whose inference is one of the most

intriguing challenges. In this respect, the works of Cristani et al.

(2013) ; Segalin et al. (2016) focused on inferring with a regressor

the real personality traits of the sender (collected by self-assessed

tests), but also those traits that unacquainted people (the asses-

sors ) associate with the sender by looking at her images. In par-

ticular, Segalin et al. (2016) showed that the assessors’ evaluations

were 1) consistently similar, 2) in partial disagreement with the

self-assessed evaluations, and 3) more easily predicted by machine

learning techniques. In other words, the act of sharing images on-

line may evoke a common psychological response in the receiv-

ing crowd, and this can be reasonably predicted by automatic ap-

proaches. Thus, it is possible to build a wisdom of the crowds model

of personality profiles from collections of images, based on the im-

pressions these may generate on a general hypothetical audience. 

A limitation of the approach in Segalin et al. (2016) is that the

features used to describe the images are taken from the compu-

tational aesthetics (CA) literature; in practice, CA often focuses on

designing features that explain how a particular image has been

captured, discarding the content of the images. In addition, given

the wide spectrum of subjects appearing in database images, stan-

dard object recognition and feature extraction techniques might

not be sufficient to capture significant dependencies between the

pictures and the personality traits of their owner. This leads to the

development of more advanced techniques such as feature learn-

ing, carried out in this paper by convolutional neural networks. 

Computer vision with convolutional neural networks (CNNs)

has received much attention in recent years, as it is well suited for

processing large amounts of data and providing outstanding per-

formances in classical problems like object ( Krizhevsky et al., 2012 )

and image style ( Karayev et al., 2013 ) recognition. In fact, our ap-

proach fine-tunes CNNs pre-trained for image classification with

the intention of co-opting their effective representational power to

indirectly capture the aesthetic attributes of photographs, with the

ultimate goal of predicting the personality traits associated with

them. This allows us to discover more entangled attributes and

to better generalize the patterns that identify a trait. In practice,

whereas CA features are explicitly crafted to reveal information

about the style of an image, remaining agnostic w.r.t. the content

of the image, CNNs exhibit no such limitation, capturing both the

aesthetic patterns in the pictures and their content, unveiling se-

mantic information (for example, capturing possible recurrent ob-

jects preferred by a user). 

Experiments have been focused on the PsychoFlickr cor-

pus ( Segalin et al., 2016 ): the dataset provides 200 “favored” im-

ages from 300 Flickr users for a total of 60,0 0 0 images. Addition-

ally, the personality profile of each user is described in terms of

the Big Five traits ( Rammstedt and John, 2007 ) extensively used in

psychology: Openness to experience (O), Conscientiousness (C), Ex-

traversion (E), Agreeableness (A) and Neuroticism (N). This informa-

tion is collected both through a self-assessment questionnaire and

an independent group of 12 assessors, rating the image sets of each
p  

Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
ser. This allows the corpus to supply two different evaluation cri-

eria for the same data. 

The experimental results show that the proposed method suf-

ciently captures what characterizes a certain trait: on a quantita-

ive level, it performs around 10% better on attributed traits than

n self-assessed ones, with a best accuracy of 68% on attributed

euroticism; on a qualitative level, ranking the test images by con-

dence shows a clear distinction of features, patterns and content

etween low and high values in a given trait. These results also

utperform ( Segalin et al., 2016 ) when suitably re-casted from re-

ression to classification. Finally, we also introduce an online appli-

ation demo that uses our trained classifiers to predict personality

raits given a proposed set of pictures liked by a subject. 

In the following sections, we first describe some related work

n computer vision and computational aesthetics; we then intro-

uce our approach based on processing the PsychoFlickr corpus us-

ng convolutional neural networks , followed by a section discussing

he results. Finally, we briefly present our demo and provide some

oncluding remarks. 

. Related work 

The idea that aesthetic values are connected to features

oes back at least to Birkoff in the 1930s ( Birkhoff, 1933 ).

oenig ( Hoenig, 2005 ) in 2005 comprehensively defined compu-

ational aesthetics (CA) as a field of study with many empha-

is on three important factors: computational methods, the hu-

an aesthetic point of view and the need to focus on objective

pproaches. CA is an inter-disciplinary area at the crossroad be-

ween computer vision and pattern recognition (CVPR), psychol-

gy, visual art aesthetics and neuroscience ( Joshi et al., 2011 ).

earning the aesthetic appeal of images from the wisdom of the

rowds has been used in many studies by using explicit aesthetic

cores ( Dhar et al., 2011; Murray et al., 2012 ), or relying directly

n textual tags and likes (called “favs ” on Flickr) ( Bauckhage and

ersting, 2013 ). On the other hand, psychology and neuroscience

ave investigated the influence of individual characteristics on aes-

hetic preferences for 70 years ( Joshi et al., 2011 ). This applies to

tyle ( Furnham and Walker 2001 ) and, to a lesser extent, content of

aintings ( Rawlings et al., 1998 ). The main result of these investi-

ations is the identification of correlations between artistic prefer-

nces and personality ( Furnham and Walker 2001 ), where the lat-

er is typically described in terms of the Big Five traits ( Rammstedt

nd John, 2007 ). For example, considering content-based aspects of

aintings, a link has been detected between Openness and prefer-

nce for pictures with few elements, as well as for polygons rated

s “complex” and “meaningful” ( Rawlings et al., 1998 ). Datta in

006 introduced a computational approach for the investigation of

eatures that underpin aesthetic value in artistic and photographic

mages ( Datta et al., 2006 ). Many subsequent studies have ap-

lied machine learning to photographic digital images and/or art

mages with the goal of predicting the aesthetic rating of these im-

ges from features engineered to measure image properties such as

olorfulness, brightness and texture (for example, Bauckhage and

ersting (2013) ; Campbell et al. (2015) ; Ciesielski et al. (2013) ;

atta et al. (2006) ; Dhar et al. (2011) ; Furnham and Avison (1997) ;

alanter (2012) ; Gong ); Lu et al. (2014) ; Machado and Cardoso

2010) ). The original features of Datta have been adopted for the

nalysis of artworks in Ciesielski et al. (2013) , while an exten-

ion of the original features has been proposed in Datta (2009) ;

e et al. (2006) . As machine learning extends learning from engi-

eered features sets towards a new paradigm of representational

earning and features discovery, computational aesthetics has be-

un to exploit these capabilities also. Lu et al. (2014) presented a

ethod based on multi-column deep convolutional networks for

redicting the aesthetic rating of photographic images. When it
e understanding: Personality inference using convolutional neural 
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Table 1 

Number of users selected for the binary classification problems: for each 

combination of trait and label (self-assessed or attributed), we report the size 

of the low and high classes. 

Self-assessed traits Attributed traits 

O C E A N O C E A N 

Low 113 122 75 110 104 81 77 79 82 80 

High 119 121 76 125 111 75 80 75 75 77 
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omes to personality and images, the literature is scarce as it is

 very new research challenge. Most of them took into account

ther social networks platforms as Facebook and Twitter ( Golbeck

t al., 2011; Gosling et al., 2007; Hughes et al., 2012; Kosinski et al.,

013; Quercia et al., 2011; 2012 ), and used other information pub-

icly available on the user profile. 

The first works experimenting on images and personality traits

ave been Cristani et al. (2013) ; Segalin et al. (2016) , where the

uthors predicted both self and attributed traits from the favorite

mages of a pool of 300 users, in the PsychoFlickr corpus. In this

ase they used a hybrid approach where generative models, used

s latent representations of the features extracted from the images,

re built and then passed to discriminative classifier to predict the

ersonality trait of each user of the pool. A similar direction is fol-

owed by deep learning, where new model-based representations

or input data are automatically discovered, in the form of salient

eatures that are more powerful than any features set of human

esign. Indeed, in this work we investigate the possible power of

his new representation. 

. Our approach 

The groundbreaking success of the Convolutional Neural Net-

orks (CNNs) in the ILSVRC challenges ( Krizhevsky et al., 2012 )

ave clearly demonstrated the aptitude of these classifiers at de-

onstructing the elements and features contained within pho-

ographs. Most importantly, they share some basic primitive com-

onents analyzed in the first works of personality inference (which

ssentially applied standard CA features): color, composition, tex-

ural properties, etc. More in the detail, CNNs represent a more

ffective way to combine such primitive components into holistic

epresentations, aimed not only at highlighting stylistic patterns

as done for example in Karayev et al. (2013) , and in general by

ll the computational aesthetics works), but also to unveil infor-

ation about the content of the image. To investigate this idea,

e adopt CNNs pre-trained for image classification and fine-tune

hem to predict the personality traits contained in the PsychoFlickr

ataset. In this way, we leverage the deconstructing power of net-

orks trained on millions of images in order to learn visual repre-

entations correlated with psychological profiles. The upside of this

pproach is that, since pre-trained networks are learned on a large

et of images, the intermediate layers capture the “semantics” of

he general visual appearance in a way superior to hand-crafted

eatures. The downside is represented by the “black box” nature of

he technique: the insights discovered and codified by the network

re locked within its connectivity structure, only revealed approx-

mately by considerable analysis work ( Zhou et al., 2014b ). How-

ver, this black box can be effectively exploited by adding a few

ayers on top, tailored for our specific problem. 

.1. Psychoflickr: pictures and personality 

The PsychoFlickr corpus contains information on 300 Flickr ac-

ounts, simply called users in the following. For each user, there

re 200 random pictures taken from those he “liked”. Crucially,

hese are not pictures made by that user , in order to remove biases

ue to his personal photographic skills. 

Furthermore, the dataset contains self-assessed and attributed

ersonality traits for each user. The former are based on a person-

lity questionnaire, the BFI-10 (Big Five Inventory 10) ( Rammstedt

nd John, 2007 ), filled in voluntarily by each user, and the lat-

er are based on the evaluations of 12 independent assessors that

ooked at each user’s favorite images and filled in a modified BFI-

0 questionnaire. 

The outcome of the BFI-10 is a five dimensional vector where

ach component measures the tendency of an individual with re-
Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
pect to the Big Five traits, namely Openness (tendency to be intel-

ectually open, curious and have wide interests), Conscientiousness

tendency to be responsible, reliable and trustworthy), Extraversion

tendency to interact and spend time with others), Agreeableness

tendency to be kind, generous, etc.) and Neuroticism (tendency to

xperience the negative aspects of life, to be anxious, sensitive,

tc.). In particular, the BFI-10 provides an integer score ranging

rom -4 (low tendency) to 4 (high tendency). 

Therefore, for each user u , we have a label (self) y u p (with p =
, C, E, A, N), which is called the self-assessed personality signature,

nd a label (attr) y u p , called attributed personality signature, ob-

ained by averaging the 12 ratings from the assessors. Although bi-

sed towards the portrait of themselves people try to convey, self-

ssessed traits are traditionally considered to be the true personal-

ty of an individual ( Rammstedt and John, 2007 ), while attributed

raits show how the subjects are perceived by others. Fig. 1 shows

he distributions of values for both self and attributed traits. 

.2. Personality classification by fine-tuning convolutional neural 

etworks 

In our approach, we decide to simplify the task of predicting

he personality traits in the PsychoFlickr corpus into five distinct

inary classification problems, one for each trait. According to the

pplication of Factor Analysis to behavioral evidence ( Costa et al.,

992 ), the Big-Five traits are independent. The range of values for

ach trait is partitioned into three sections: low set, for values be-

ow the first quartile; high set, for values above the third quartile,

nd middle set (see Fig. 1 ). We select only the users with values in-

luded in the low and high sets for our binary classification prob-

ems in order to get a greater separation between the two classes.

rom Table 1 , where we report the number of users included in

ach class, we note that the selected subsets are roughly balanced,

ith self-assessed classes having more than 100 users (except for

xtraversion) and attributed classes having around 80 users each.

onsidering both self-assessed and attributed traits, we thus have

0 independent datasets of images with binary labels. As protocol,

e keep 75% of each dataset for training and 25% for testing. 

In this work, we consider CNNs that have been trained to com-

ete on the ImageNet 2012 challenge, like AlexNet, the eight-layer

etwork that won in 2012 (see Krizhevsky et al. (2012) for details),

nd change the last layer in order to adapt it to our binary classi-

cation problems. These trained nets are ideal candidates for fine-

uning because they have been trained on a large number of im-

ges (1.2 million) and a wide number of classes (10 0 0 object cat-

gories), providing for a very solid acquisition of representational

ower. 

The layers in the network are conceptually split into two blocks,

he early convolutional layers (with some max-pooling layers in-

erleaved) and the later fully connected layers: the first block pro-

esses an input image in terms of visual patterns, and the second

lock seeks a higher-level semantic representation based on those

isual patterns. By fixing the first block, we exclusively relied on

he same visual patterns of the ImageNet problem, which luckily

over a very wide spectrum due to the huge number of images

nd classes. This allowed the network to focus just on finding the
e understanding: Personality inference using convolutional neural 
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Fig. 1. The distribution of values in the self-assessed (top row) and attributed (bottom row) personality traits, with the low and high classes highlighted in blue and red, 

respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 2 

Accuracies (Acc) on the training and test sets and average performance (AP) on the test set using AlexNet, VeryDeep-16 and Places features 

and linear SVMs. 

Self-assessed traits Attributed traits 

O C E A N O C E A N 

AlexNet 

Train Acc 0 .56 0 .56 0 .56 0 .55 0 .55 0 .61 0 .65 0 .65 0 .64 0 .68 

Test Acc 0 .53 0 .54 0 .53 0 .53 0 .52 0 .60 0 .65 0 .64 0 .63 0 .67 

Test AP 0 .55 0 .55 0 .55 0 .56 0 .54 0 .61 0 .71 0 .69 0 .65 0 .71 

VeryDeep-16 

Train Acc 0 .56 0 .56 0 .56 0 .56 0 .56 0 .63 0 .68 0 .66 0 .65 0 .70 

Test Acc 0 .53 0 .55 0 .54 0 .54 0 .53 0 .62 0 .65 0 .64 0 .64 0 .68 

Test AP 0 .55 0 .55 0 .55 0 .56 0 .54 0 .62 0 .71 0 .69 0 .65 0 .71 

Places 

Train Acc 0 .56 0 .58 0 .55 0 .56 0 .56 0 .64 0 .67 0 .66 0 .66 0 .70 

Test Acc 0 .53 0 .54 0 .54 0 .53 0 .53 0 .62 0 .66 0 .65 0 .63 0 .67 

Test AP 0 .54 0 .54 0 .54 0 .57 0 .54 0 .60 0 .70 0 .68 0 .65 0 .70 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Comparison of the classification accuracies between Segalin et al. (2016) and 

our AlexNet results. 
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right mix of visual patterns to characterize the psychological traits.

One possible drawback is an understandable bias towards objects

rather than styles within the images since the ImageNet categories

are object-based. 

Moreover, we controlled the overfitting tendency by raising the

value of the weight decay parameter, responsible for regularizing

the weights and reducing the model’s training error ( Krizhevsky

et al., 2012 ), and lowering the learning rate so as to let the weights

update very gradually. In the experimental section, we describe all

the parameters setups. 

4. Experiments and results 

In this section, we first describe a set of baseline experiments

where CNNs are used as feature extractors and classification is per-

formed with linear SVMs; we then apply our approach of fine-

tuning pre-trained nets and compare these results against the lit-

erature and the baseline ones; in addition, we examine a few ex-

periments on the original regression problem in the PsychoFlickr

dataset; finally, we analyze the attributes learned by our models.

All experiments were performed on a linux pc with an NVIDIA

graphical card to exploit GPU speed-ups, employing the open

source software implementations of Caffe ( Jia et al., 2014 ) and Mat-

ConvNet ( Vedaldi and Lenc, 2015 ). 
Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
.1. Baseline experiments with CNNs and linear SVMs 

To contrast and compare against our approach, we describe

ere a set of baseline experiments with traditional setups: features

re extracted from the dataset images and linear SVMs are used to

olve the classification problems. Results can vary greatly on the

hoice of feature extractors and the most relevant choice in our

ituation is to use the CNNs themselves. 

In particular, it has been shown that activation vectors col-

ected before the last layer of a net, which acts not unlike a linear

lassifier, are the most informative as features. Thus, we proceed

n this way: images are isotropically rescaled to have the small-
e understanding: Personality inference using convolutional neural 
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Table 3 

Classification results in terms of accuracies (Acc) and average performance (AP) by fine-tuning AlexNet and VeryDeep-16 according to our 

approach. 

Self-assessed traits Attributed traits 

O C E A N O C E A N 

AlexNet 

Train Acc 0 .57 0 .59 0 .60 0 .57 0 .55 0 .73 0 .81 0 .76 0 .76 0 .81 

Test Acc 0 .53 0 .54 0 .54 0 .54 0 .52 0 .61 0 .66 0 .64 0 .64 0 .68 

Test AP 0 .54 0 .55 0 .55 0 .55 0 .54 0 .62 0 .71 0 .69 0 .65 0 .71 

VeryDeep-16 

Train Acc 0 .55 0 .55 0 .55 0 .54 0 .55 0 .61 0 .66 0 .64 0 .63 0 .68 

Test Acc 0 .54 0 .55 0 .54 0 .54 0 .54 0 .61 0 .67 0 .65 0 .64 0 .69 

Test AP 0 .55 0 .56 0 .55 0 .56 0 .55 0 .62 0 .73 0 .70 0 .65 0 .72 

Table 4 

Confusion matrices for the test set in the self (top rows) and attributed (bottom rows) traits. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of performances in terms of average accuracy across each subset 

of traits. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of regression performances in Segalin et al. (2016) and by fine- 

tuning a CNN regressor base on VeryDeep-16 in terms or RMSE (lower is better). 
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st side at 256 pixels, then the center 227 × 227 crop is taken

this is used both in train and test mode); the feature vectors are

ollected after the ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) component of the

enultimate layer to reduce noise in the data, and used to train a

inear SVM classifier for each of the binary problems outlined in

ection 3.2 . We optimize the C parameter for the SVMs by 3-fold

ross-validation. 

In Table 2 , we report the results obtained using the 8-layers

eep AlexNet architecture ( Krizhevsky et al., 2012 ), the 16-layers

eep Visual Geometry Group (VGG) architecture ( Simonyan and

isserman, 2014 ) (called VeryDeep-16 in the following), the 16-

ayers deep VGG architecture (called Places in the following)

rained on the Places Database. The performances are shown in

erms of train and test accuracy and test average performance (AP)

f classification (the area under the precision-recall curve). 
Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
Although both AlexNet and VeryDeep-16 were trained on the

ame ImageNet database, winners respectively of the 2012 and

014 challenges, the latter expresses a different philosophy, with

ore layers and small field convolutional filters. However, we can

ssume they share similar characteristics, and, in order to widen

ur analysis, we use Places ( Zhou et al., 2014a; 2014b ), which was

rained on a database containing images of places to tackle the

roblem of scene recognition. 

All three feature extractors lead to similar classification perfor-

ances, with the deeper nets narrowly beating AlexNet. Regard-

ess of the bad (on self-assessed traits) and the good (on attributed

raits) accuracies, almost all training samples are used as support

ectors in the SVM models, indicating a failure to capture the data

ffectively. 
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Neuroticism (self-assessed)

Neuroticism (attributed)

Fig. 5. Representative images in the low (left) and high (right) value classes for the Neuroticism trait. 
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Fig. 6. Progressive drop in class probability while greedily removing feature units 

from the average feature map for low attributed Neuroticism: after 41 removals the 

probability drops below 0.5. 
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4.2. Binary classification by fine-tuning CNNs 

Following the procedure described in Section 3.2 , we apply our

approach by fine-tuning AlexNet and VeryDeep-16 after fixing the

early convolutional layers in the nets and substituting the last

layer to fit our binary problem. The learning parameters are set to

the following values: batch size of 50 images, momentum of 0.9,

weight decay of 0.1, base learning rate of 0.0 0 01, one step-down in

learning rate to 0.0 0 0 01 halfway down the 60 cycles through the

training set required to complete the learning process. 

Similarly to the baseline results, there is a consistent differ-

ence in performance between the self-assessed and the attributed
Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
raits. The former achieve a test accuracy roughly 10% lower than

he latter, as shown in Table 3 , with attributed Openness clearly

arder to classify than the other attributed traits. A possible rea-

on for the discrepancy is that the judges are obviously unac-

uainted with the users, and, thus, they form an impression of

he users’ personalities exclusively through the pictures, unaware

f any ulterior motivation like personal history, inner state, edu-

ation, etc. Furthermore, the consensus across the judges is statis-

ically significant. These two factors provide a more consistent la-

eling that is sometimes at odd with the users’ self-assessment,

ut this consistency of correlation between visual features and

rait scores allows higher performances. In Table 4 , we show

he confidence matrices for the test set in the AlexNet results,

ith the dominant class highlighted in red: in the attributed

raits, the low class is dominant for Openness, Extroversion and

greeableness, with the high class for Conscientiousness and

euroticism. 

In Fig. 2 , we compare our AlexNet results with Segalin et al.

2016) , where the goal is to perform regression on the traits scores.

hat approach consists in a first step of dimensionality reduction

or the (computational aesthetic) features characterizing the im-

ges by means of 2-dimensional counting grids ( Jojic and Perina,

011 ), followed by LASSO regression ( Tibshirani, 1994 ). To obtain

 fair comparison with our approach, we modify the framework

f that work with our classification pipeline: we select only the

sers in our binary problems, and once regression is carried out

y LASSO, we threshold the predicted values with the population
e understanding: Personality inference using convolutional neural 
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Table 5 

Display of the 5 most significant visual attributes for attributed Neuroticism, by montages of 9 images that strongly 

activate the corresponding feature units, together with activation images. The bottom rows show sets of correctly and 

wrongly classified images. 
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ean score for a given trait to divide predictions into low/high

lasses. 

In Fig. 3 , we compare different results in terms of average ac-

uracy on self-assessed and attributed subsets separately. Although

ll our results have similar average values, within statistical fluc-

uations, we believe the fine-tuning approach provides additional

enefits: in particular, we can analyze the details of the learned

odels, as discussed in the Section 4.4 . 
Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
.3. Prediction of personality traits by regression 

In contrast with our approach detailed in Section 3.2 and closer

o the one originally proposed in Segalin et al. (2016) , here we

onsider predicting personality traits as a regression problem. We

xperimented both with training linear regressors on top of fea-

ures extracted using CNNs, and with fine-tuning CNNs in regres-

ion mode. The latter approach consists in replacing the last layer
e understanding: Personality inference using convolutional neural 
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Table 6 

Display of the 5 most significant visual attributes for attributed Conscientiousness, by montages of 9 images that 

strongly activate the corresponding feature units, together with activation images. The bottom rows show sets of cor- 

rectly and wrongly classified images. 
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of a pre-trained net with a regression layer that minimizes a given

loss function between predictions and label values, usually the Eu-

clidean distance. After some initial setbacks, we made this setup

work by adopting solutions similar to the ones in our main ap-

proach: fixing the convolutional layers and altering the learning

parameters. 

We considered AlexNet and VeryDeep-16 as feature extractors

and base architectures for the fine-tuning as regressors. As there is
Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
o need to binarize the problem, we used the entire dataset with

ll the users and their original labels. All results were very similar

nd not too distant from the ones found by Segalin et al. (2016) ,

ith the marginally best setup obtained by fine-tuning VeryDeep-

6. We show in Fig. 4 a comparison between the latter and the

ompetition in terms of root mean square error (RMSE) on the test

et: we perform quite worse on the self-assessed traits, while be-
e understanding: Personality inference using convolutional neural 
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Table 7 

Display of the 5 most significant visual attributes for attributed Extraversion, by montages of 9 images that strongly 

activate the corresponding feature units, together with activation images. The bottom rows show sets of correctly and 

wrongly classified images. 
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ng uneven on the attributed ones. Overall, it seems the task re-

ains difficult to solve. 

.4. Attributes learned for each personality trait 

In this section, we present three sets of analyses on the re-

ults of our approach, in order to highlight the attributes learned

y the fine-tuned models for each personality trait. In particular,
Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
e focus on the VeryDeep-16 nets, as they provide marginally bet-

er results. To start, we show in Figs. 5 –10 some highly repre-

entative images for the low and high class in each psychologi-

al trait. To identify these images, we first collect the output val-

es of the softmax unit at the end of the net, and then use these

alues to rank correctly classified test images in decreasing or-

er of confidence. These collections of high probability pictures

how some recognizable trends and differences among the given
e understanding: Personality inference using convolutional neural 
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Table 8 

Display of the 5 most significant visual attributes for attributed Openness, by montages of 9 images that strongly 

activate the corresponding feature units, together with activation images. The bottom rows show sets of correctly and 

wrongly classified images. 
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classes, including black-and-white versus colorful, natural versus

orderly. 

In addition, we identify some of the most significant features

for each class and show what they represent visually. Since in our

setup we keep the convolutional layers fixed, our tuned nets can

be split into two distinct blocks: a) the convolutional layers ex-

tracting the features (7 × 7 × 512 feature maps, not to be con-

fused with the feature vectors in Section 4.1 ), and b) the fully
Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
onnected layers performing nonlinear classification of those fea-

ures. Thus, understanding what the net does can be split into

wo distinct tasks: find what features are strongly associated with

igh/low classifications; and back-project features to image space

o find their visual characteristics. 

There are different useful protocols to find out which feature

aps are significant for a certain class. Since the goal is to find

ome “invariant” features across images that are strongly associ-
e understanding: Personality inference using convolutional neural 
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Conscientiousness (self-assessed)

Conscientiousness (attributed)

Fig. 7. Representative images in the low (left) and high (right) value classes for the Consciousness trait. 
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ted with the predictions, we select the top 9 correctly classified

est images, average their feature maps to obtain a representative

nvariant map (a sort of archetype) and feed it through the fine-

uned net to obtain the associated probability estimate. We then

electively kill feature units in these maps to rate the effects on

he estimate. By greedily removing the units starting from the one

hat lowers the probability the most if killed, we have a ranking of

nits that affect the prediction, that is, we find the features that

ost positively affect the prediction. 

For example, if we consider low attributed Neuroticism, the av-

rage feature map of the top 9 correctly classified images is pre-

icted as belonging to the class with probability 0.9825, higher

ven than the mean probability of the images themselves at

.9479. Of the 512 feature units in this map, after killing only 41

f them, the probability drops below 0.5 (shown in Fig. 6 ): these

1 units are arguably meaningful for this class. 

That list of units can then be used for the second task, recon-

tructing feature maps in the image space by using network de-

onvolution ( Zhou et al., 2014a ). Tables 5–8 show the top 5 most

ignificant feature units for each class in terms of activation im-

ges, where visual reconstruction isolates only the relevant part in

he input images. 

For low attributed Neuroticism we can see that Unit 1 is spe-

ialized in detecting water in natural scenery (lakes, rivers etc.),

nit 2 and 3 are focused on yellow and red primarily, Unit 4 indi-

iduates curvy patterns while Unit 5 seems to focus on textures. In
Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
he high class, the first two units focus on flat uniform regions (not

dgy), while Unit 3 on people (interestingly, ignoring the faces).

nit 4 on grayish/bluish patterns and Unit 5 on highly contrasted

atterns. 

In Table 5 , at the bottom, we also show those 8 images that

ave been correctly classified with the highest probability and the

 images that have been misclassified with the highest confidence.

orrectly classified low Neuroticism images actually exhibit natu-

al scenery with water and hot colors with curvy patterns. Cor-

ectly classified high Neuroticism images show many empty re-

ions uniformly colored (grayish mostly) some of them with peo-

le inside, where the face is out of focus or severely shadowed.

n many cases, there are examples of highly contrasted images. In-

orrectly classified low Neuroticism images (they are pictures at-

ributed as suggesting high Neuroticism) seem to be outliers, por-

raying colored natural scenery. Incorrectly classified high Neuroti-

ism images, even in this case, share many aesthetic aspects with

igh Neuroticism, with the apparent difference that in most of the

ases they portray children, which is an aspect that none of the

nits captured. 

When it comes to Conscientiousness, shown in Fig. 7 , we can

bserve for the high class the presence of orderly images, scene

omposed of landscapes, mountains where the line between the

ky and floor is sharp or the presence of buildings as matter of

ppreciation for regular geometry, otherwise if there is an object

n the image, it appears in the foreground in front of a blurred
e understanding: Personality inference using convolutional neural 
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Extraversion (self-assessed)

Extraversion (attributed)

Fig. 8. Representative images in the low (left) and high (right) value classes for the Extraversion trait. 
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background. In the low class we can see pictures where colors are

faded, with pastel colors. 

Concerning low attributed Conscientiousness, Unit 1 focuses on

gray background regions, while Unit 2 on green areas. Unit 3 fo-

cuses on outdoor pavements, Unit 4 on monochromatic natural

scenery and Unit 5 seemingly on faces. On attributed high con-

scientiousness, Unit 1 on the sky, Unit 2 on water scenery, as so as

Unit 3, Unit 4 on squared regions, seemingly tv sets. Finally, Unit

5 on yellowish regions. In Table 6 , correctly classified low Con-

scientiousness images show people (and faces) on mostly grayish

background, while correctly classified high Conscientiousness im-

ages exhibit open scenarios with water and sky of primary im-

portance, with hot colors. Incorrectly classified low Conscientious-

ness images and incorrectly classified high Conscientiousness im-

ages share strong aesthetic and content-based similarity with the

opposite class, witnessing that the classification task is indeed dif-

ficult due to overlap between the two classes. 

The Extraversion trait is the most impressive, shown in Fig. 8 .

For the high class we can see that all pictures are crowded of peo-

ple, while the low class represents images where there are just

flowers, plants, and indoor scenes, showing the tendency of intro-

vert people to not interact as extrovert ones. 

On low attributed Extraversion, reported in Table 7 , Unit 1 fo-

cuses on very fragmented patterns that may indicate both flow-

ers and animalsâÇÖ wings, while Unit 2 clearly on flowers. Unit

3 individuates curvy repeated patterns, Unit 4 desaturated scat-

tered backgrounds and Unit 5 on repeated local curvy patterns. At-

tributed high Extraversion is very interesting, since all the units
Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
perate on images that exhibit low aesthetic quality, meaning no

ule of third taken into account, no clear and unique subject cap-

ured by the camera, so in general the units seem to focus on as-

ects of images taken by normal people (not photographer, un-

ess few exceptions). This may indicate that this trait is associ-

ted to people that take many pictures, without caring about the

esthetic quality. In particular, Unit 1 focused on text, Unit 2 on

esaturated scenery with red insertions, Unit 3 and 4 on bluish

nd greenish details, respectively, and, finally, Unit 5 seems to cap-

ure accessories to be carried out when in an outdoor scenarios

cups, caps, newspapers). Correctly classified low Extraversion im-

ges show flowers and animals with mostly desaturated colors and

urvy patterns while correctly classified high Extraversion images

re amateur pictures of people in urban scenery. Incorrectly classi-

ed low Extraversion images (they belong to high Extraversion at-

ributed people) share most of the characteristics (both concerning

he aesthetic aspects and the content) of the opposite class. Incor-

ectly classified high Extraversion images apparently portray many

eople captured by improvised photographers, but it is very inter-

sting to note that their expression is not happy in most of the

ases (while this is frequent in high Extraversion attributed im-

ges), for example because they are protesting. Very probably this

spect has not been captured by any unit. 

The Openness trait also shows really interesting emerging char-

cteristics, shown in Fig. 9 : high class show really complex and

rtistic pictures, ranging from black/white pictures to portraits and

omplex shapes and scene to abstract and surrealist pictures. the

ow class shows pictures related to animals, most of them are fe-
e understanding: Personality inference using convolutional neural 
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Openness (self-assessed)

Openness (attributed)

Fig. 9. Representative images in the low (left) and high (right) value classes for the Openness trait. 
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ines and flowers, highlighting the fact that this people tend to pre-

er simple, real life pictures. 

Low attributed Openness, shown in Table 8 , sees Unit 1 as

learly modeling cats, Unit 2 curvy patterns and flowers, Unit 3

atural scenery (unless few exception, few people inside), Unit 4

lose ups of cats, and Unit 5 green animal faces. High attributed

penness has all the units focusing in general on strongly geo-

etrical patterns. Correctly classified low openness images show

owers and animals with mostly desaturated colors and curvy pat-

erns while correctly classified high openness images are portray-

ng strongly geometrical patterns. Incorrectly classified low open-

ess images and incorrectly classified high openness images testify

ow difficult is our task, because they appear to belong to the op-

osite class. 

Agreeableness high class show really colorful, high contrast,

arm color pictures. On the other side, low class is represented

y images mostly in black/white, and not friendly environments.

otice how there are quite a few images in common between at-

ributed Neuroticism and Agreeableness, but in opposite classes.

his is a confirmation of the strong negative correlation between

he two attributed traits. 

Attributed low Agreeableness is modeled by units that focus in

eneral on desaturated images, as shown in Table 9 , capturing clut-

ered backgrounds, without focusing on faces. High Agreeableness

as Unit 1 focusing on water on natural scenarios, yellowish and

eddish patterns (Unit 2 and 3, respectively) curvy colored local
Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
nd repeated patterns (Unit 4) and umbrellas (Unit 5). Correctly

lassified low Agreeableness images show grayish and desaturated

mages with very few faces, while correctly classified high Agree-

bleness images are portraying natural scenery with repeated pat-

erns (the petals). Incorrectly classified low Agreeableness images

hare many aspects with the low Agreeableness class, while incor-

ectly classified high Agreeableness images (they belong to the at-

ributed low Agreeableness class), show actually natural scenarios

s the high Agreeableness class, but they exhibit a slight tendency

oward desaturated colors, and to have a lower aesthetic quality

no rule of thirds, unbalanced content). 

In general, the very important add-on given by CNNs, is that

he features encoded by the neural units are very different from all

hose one can find on the computational aesthetics literature. Very

ikely, a much larger dataset and/or more complex network archi-

ectures could succeed in encapsulating visual aspects we failed to

rasp (the presence of children, facial expressions, rule of thirds,

uoting the images that we analyzed in the previous paragraphs). 

Lastly, we propose a deeper analysis of the semantic content

earned for each trait. We take the high probability images of

ach class and perform unsupervised clustering using t-Distributed

tochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) ( Van der Maaten and Hin-

on, 2008 ). t-SNE is a technique for dimensionality reduction that

s particularly well suited for the visualization of high-dimensional

atasets by giving each datapoint a location in a two or three-

imensional map. It is a way of converting a high-dimensional
e understanding: Personality inference using convolutional neural 
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Agreeableness (self-assessed)

Agreeableness (attributed)

Fig. 10. Representative images in the low (left) and high (right) value classes for the Agreeableness trait. 
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data set into a matrix of pairwise similarities visualizing them

and capable of capturing much of the local structure of the high-

dimensional data very well, while also revealing global structure

such as the presence of clusters at several scales. This applies well

in our case where the features of the CNN are 4096 dimensional.

The aim of dimensionality reduction is to preserve as much of the

significant structure of the high-dimensional data as possible in

the low-dimensional map. 

In our case, we use it to cluster and visualize how the most

influential images of a given trait are grouped. This allows us to

explore the semantics and attributes that describe the trait. To

this purpose we retained the CNN features in the fully connected

layer before the classification and gave them as input to t-SNE.

The code preprocesses the data using PCA, reducing its dimen-

sionality to a chosen dimensions (we cross-validated this param-

eter keeping values between 5 and 10). The perplexity basically

sets how many near neighbors each point is trying to stay close

to in the map. Therefore, small values for the perplexity will re-

sult in large numbers of small clusters, whereas large values will

produce a smaller number of larger clusters. In our case we cross-

validated this parameter as well achieving better and more in-

terpretable results with a value of 5. The function returns a ma-

trix that specifies the coordinates of the 2 low-dimensional data

points. With this map we can build a plot where we can project

each image on 2-dimensional space, allowing us to visualize the
clusters. 
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In the specific for a high level of Neuroticism (see Fig. 11 top)

e found three clusters about portrait of a person with blurred

ackground, indoor scene and alone person in the dark. When it

omes to a low level of Neuroticism (see Fig. 11 bottom) we found

ve clusters about birds, flowers, sunset/sunrise scene, landscape

f mountains and animals in more general. In the case of high

evel of Openness (see Fig. 12 top) we found six clusters about por-

raits where the person is in a certain pose and nude, pastel colors

aintings, pastel color shapes, artificial and digital painting, com-

lex and twisted shapes similar to tissues, other artistic paintings.

nstead for a low level of Openness (see Fig. 12 bottom) we found

our clusters about flower/plants, felines, outside activity/sport and

andscapes. 

. Demo 

As a matter of proof that our proposed method effectively

orks, we developed a web interface where a subject can upload

n image or a set of images, paste a web address linked to a pic-

ure or select an image form a list already stored in the server that

e/she likes 1 . The proposed demo loads the models of the aesthetic

references related to the attributed traits and classifies the pic-

ures assigning them to the low or high class of each trait. If a set
1 The demo is available at http://psychoflickr.di.univr.it:80 0 0/demo/ 
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Table 9 

Display of the 5 most significant visual attributes for attributed Agreeableness, by montages of 9 images that strongly 

activate the corresponding feature units, together with activation images. The bottom rows show sets of correctly and 

wrongly classified images. 

o  

t

6

 

p  

w  

n  

a  

o  

I  

t  

n  
f images is provided, then it computes a majority vote to decide

he level of the trait. 

. Conclusions 

In this paper, we examine the problem of relating a set of image

references to personality traits by using a deep learning frame-
Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
ork. We cast this recently introduced application problem as a

ew level of image understanding that enhances the role of im-

ges through considerations on the social aspects of contemporary

nline activities. The role of social platforms like Flickr, Facebook,

nstagram, etc., in building online social personas where most ac-

ivities are shared to a wide audience creates a unique opportu-

ity to study image-based activities (like authoring, uploading and
e understanding: Personality inference using convolutional neural 
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Fig. 11. Projection of the most probable images for Neuroticism trait, on a low- 

dimensional space. 
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Fig. 12. Projection of the most probable images for Openness trait, on a low- 

dimensional space. 
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preferring images) as social messages, embedded with characteris-

tics resembling verbal and non-verbal signals in face-to-face spo-

ken communications. 

Moreover, the presence of an author-audience paradigm imbues

the messages with an extra layer of significance: there is the com-

munication intended by the author, and there is the communica-

tion assumed by the audience. Thus, our problem becomes infer-

ring both self-assessed and attributed personality traits, and our

results reinforce previous work in considering the latter easier to

approach than the former. 

Overall, we demonstrate the viability of using a recent, pow-

erful methodology like convolutional neural networks, in tackling

these new types of image understanding applications. The exper-

imental results are promising, outperform previous results and

point towards a mixture of stylistic aspects (typical of computa-

tional aesthetics) and content-based aspects (typical of object de-

tectors) as crucial for building reliable predictors. We believe there

are many impactful rewards for this type of research: an immedi-

ate application might be providing social networks with tools to

soft-profile users, suggesting compatible users to connect with, or

indicating the most suitable groups to join. It could also be used as

a marketing evaluation tool to help predict the impact of a set of
Please cite this article as: C. Segalin et al., Social profiling through imag

networks, Computer Vision and Image Understanding (2016), http://dx.
mages on an hypothetical audience of customers. Our online demo

s a step along this direction, evidence that this new kind of image

nderstanding is not only a mere academic research endeavor, but

 potential groundbreaking market application. 
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